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31 August 2006 F|î1ì'ili

WA EEDERA¿ E)PRESS

Nathan Putnam
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Division of Environmental Remediation
Remedial Bureau A, 11th Floor
625 Broadway
Albany, NY 12233-7015

Re: WA D003970-17 Ronhill Dry Cleaners Site No. 130071

Dear Mr. Putnam:

In response to your 25 August 2006 comment letter, Environmental
Resource Management (ERM) has prepared this addendum to the
Interim Remedial Measure (IRM) Work Plan, for the Ronhill Cleaners
Site (No 130071) dated June 2006. These responses are intended to be
attached to the work plan and the procedural changes incorporated into
the pilot test.

The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation and
ERM's responses to the 25 August IRM Work Plan comments are:

Comment 1. Please indicate vapor monitoring will be conducted in the
businesses at75 arrd7l Forest Avenue. This monitoring will consist of
subslab ancl incloor air sampling utilizing summa canisters on the
schedule presented in Section 2.2.4.10. The Operational monitoring,
Section 2.2.4.7, must include screening the subslab points at these
businesses for ozone.

Response 1. Permanent subslab monitoring points will be installed in 71

Forest Avenue (1 Hour Photo) and75 Forest Avenue (Payless Shoes).
The permanent subslab points will be installed as specified in the New
York State Department of Health Draft Guidance for Evaluating Vapor
Intrusion in the State of New York dated February 2005.

In acldition to the Performance Monitoring Samples to be collected from
the Permanent Soil Gas Sampling points, specified in Section2.2.4.10,
Performance Monitoring samples, consisting of subslab and indoor air
samples, will also be collectecl from 71and 75 Forest Avenue. Subslab
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samples will be collected from the permanent subslab sampling points,
installed as described above and indoor air samples from the breathing
zone. Samples will be collected over a two-hour period. Collection of
Performance Monitoring samples from 71and 75 Forest Avenue will be

at the frequency specified in Section 2.2.4.10.

Finally, the permanent subslab sampling points installed at77 and75
Forest Avenue, together with indoor ambient air monitoring will be
utilizecl to monitor fugitive ozone emissions during the course of the
Pilot Test as specified in Section2.2.4.7 of the IRM Work Plan.

Comment 2. Please indicate monitoring wells MW-s and 6 will be
included in the groundwater sampling.

Response 2. Monitoring wells I,V-5 (MW-S) and W-8 (l\1fl'V-8) will be
included in the groundwater sampling Specified in Section2.2.4.10. rN-6

(MW-6), as we discussed on 30 August 2006, is screened 200-feet below
ground surface (bgs), which is too deep to effectively monitor the effects
of ozone injection at the top of the water table (approximately 8S-feet
bgs). W-8 (MW-8) is completed at 94-feetbgs and is better suited to
monitor ozone impacts.

Comment 3. Please indicate the groundwater elevations will be

monitorecl prior to and during the Pilot Test.

Response 3. ERM standard operating procedures include collection of
groundwater elevation data. Elevation data will be collected from all
monitoring wells specified in Section 2.2.4.1,0 prior to the start of the Pilot
test and at each specified sampling event.

Comments 4 and 5. Please include clissolved oxygen as a monitoring
parameter for groundwater sampling. Please include carbonates and
organic carbon as analytes for groundwater samples.

Response 4 and 5. Dissolved oxygen is inclucled in the list of baseline
geochemical parameters (Table 1, page 24) to be monitored. Carbonate
and organic carbon analyses will be added to this list.

Comment 6. Please indicate soil vapor will be screened at the SVE well
heads for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and ozone.
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Response 6. Each svE well (existing and any additional SVE wells

instãlled for the pilot) will be monitored for voCs and ozone during the

course of the pilot testing.

Comment 7. Please revise the legend in Figure 3 to have the correct

designations for the symbols.

Response 7. A revised figure is attached.

We look forward to implementing the Pilot Test.

Sincerely,

\ K- €lutr-U
Gregory K. Shkuda, PhD
Project Manager

Enc.
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1.0 I^/TRODUCTIO^,I

The Interim Remedial Action (IRM) Work Plan (WP) for the Ronhili
Cleaners Site located at77 Forest Avenue in the City of Glen Cove, Nassau
County, New York (the Site) has been prepared in accordance with the
specifications set forth in the 23January 2004 New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) State Superfund Engineering
Services Standby Contract, Work Assignment (WA) No. D003970-17.
Additional project guidance came from discussions with the NYSDEC
Project Manager at the 10 March 2004 Site reconnaissance, the 15 Aprii
2004 Project Scoping Session at the NYSDEC in Albany, comments
received on the initial June 2004 IRM WP draft and data collected during
implementation of the off-Site remedial investigation (RI).

The ERM RI is focused on identifying off-Site impacts and closing critical
on-Site data gaps identified during preparation of the RI Work Plan. The
Feasibiiity Study (FS) will address remedial options for the entire Site,

including the off-Site groundwater plume. The IRM focuses on
remediation of on-Site sources present in both the unsaturated and
saturated zones. The extent of on-Site contamination in the saturated zone
has been defined from the soil and groundwater data collected by the
Potentially Responsible Party (PRP) as part of the on-Site RI conducted in
2001., and from the vertical profile borings (VPBs)'installed on-Site by
ERM as part of the off-Site RI to close on-Site data gaps. The presence of
contamination in the unsaturated zone is based on soil samples collected
during the on-Site RI conducted by the PRP and inferred from the data
collected after ERM restarted the soil vapor extraction system (SVE)

installed by the PRP. Since SVE restart, ERM estimates that more than
4,000 pounds of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have been removed
from the unsaturated zorre.

The concentrations of tetrachloroethene (a.k.a Perchloroethene {PCE})
observed in unsaturated zone borings, installed by the PRP's consultant
during the on-Site RI, in the VPB groundwater sampling data, in
groundwater data collected from the on-Site monitoring wells and from
the amount of PCE removed by the SVE system, suggest the presence of a
PCE dense nonaqueous phase liquid (DNAPL) in either/or both the
unsaturated/saturated zones. FIowever, there has been no direct
observation of DNAPL at the Site. The DNAPL presence may be inferrecl
by comparison of the concentration data with PCE solubility and the use

of the procedures outlined in the United States Environmental Protection

1ERM 00'1559L2797



1.1

Agency (USEPA) Document entitled "Estimating Potential for Occurrence
of DNAPL at Superfund Sites"' dated January 1992.

This document is intended to be taken in the fieid, and will be read,
understood, and followed by ail personnel working on the IRM to ensure
the generation of reliable data and measurement activities such that
resultant data and evaluations of the same are scientifically valid, defensible,
comparable and of known precision and accuracy.

PURPOSE AND OBIECTTWS

1_.1.1 Purpose ønd Obj ectizt es

^ ^ :--J:^^r^l ^l^^--^ r1^^ ^l^:^ -L:--^ ^ r lr)À / :-f\5 rrrurLdrcr_r du(rvc/ rrlc uuJectlvc uI tl\tvl ls

To carry out an on-Site IRM to destroy residual contamination in the
rrncarrrva[^J ^^'J -^r,,-^+^l l1;1.^1-, T-l\l 

^ 
DI \ .^,L:^L :^ ^ul¡oqlqlqlLu ql¡u JqLUIAIEU ¿Vlt\-D \ill\Efy r_./-t\'.11 t-,r/ VVIIILT¡ lìl d

continuing source of contamination to groundwater and subsurface
^^:1 -^^DLrj.r ód.D.

The objective of the IRM wiil be to reciuce DNAIJL concentrations on-Site
to limit the growth of the off-Site groundwater plume that is suspected to
be migrating southwestward. Destruction or reduction of the DNAPL
present on-Site will also help protect the Seaman Road public supply
wells that have been contaminated with PCE, which is believed to have
originated on the Site. Destruction of residual PCE will also reduce or
^li*ì-^r^ ^^^r^*:-^+^J ^^:l ^^^ rl^^r ^^-,1 Å:**^^! rl^^ ^^**^--^:^t

il t 

""' 
;1 ; ä ;; €t * ;;;ir:é*;;ä;i;i ;/;'- ;äil;i

properties.

The iRÌvi technoiogy, icientifieci in the WA, is In-Situ Chemicai Oxiciation
(ISCO). ISCO is carried out by injecting an oxidizing agent (oxidant) into
the suJ:surface to destroy contaminants in source zones. The technology is
ooneral I r¡ a nnl inahlo fn nvoe n in nnnf rm in a n fc innl' rl in o ¡Ir I nri n ¡ Fo''I
Þ-^.-- "'--l L¡ r¡vr ¡r tqtLu

hydrocarbons (CHCs). Oxidants that have been successfully used in ISCO
-^-^l:^!.:^-^ :.^^1.-l^ Tl^.^r^-t^ I)^^-^-^L /t--^-^ ^,^ -J TT---J,-^ ---- n-,----: I -\lclrr.uLrlclt"ltJllr lllLluLle,cclrrull 5 l\caBcltt \IIUn aItLr.flyqIUgeil reruxlue,r/
ozorte, permanganates and persulfates. At the Site, residual
contamination is present in both the vadose (unsaturated) and saturated
zones and likely extends under the building.

A suitable ISCO agent will be selected based upon a pilot study. This
study will aid in determining the amount and type of ISCO injected into

I 4^^^ -r' LyY¿ Unfied States ¡,nvlronmental l-rotecüon Agency/ K. 5. Kerr EnvllonnÌental
Research Laboratory. Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. Publication:
c¡.)Ëtr,1 rì7Ec T^-,,^-,, íônî/JJJ,A-V/ L J. JAttUAt y t 71L

2ERM 0015591.2797



1.2

the subsurface. The data from the pilot study results will be used to
determine the efficacy of the chosen ISCO before full-scale
implementation of the technology.

Prior to final selection of an ISCO agent and enactment of the IRM, results
of all applicable testing will be provided to the relevant organizations for
review, and input will be solicited as to the choice and method of ISCO
technology for the Site.

SITE DE S CRIPTIO¡ú AND B ACKGRO UND I¡üFOR]VTA TION

The Site is located on the northeast corneï of Bryant and Forest Avenues at
71 Forest Avenue, City of Glen Cove, Nassau County, New York. The
property is currently owned by Bedford Affiliates. A Site Location Map is
presented in Figure 1.

A dry cleaner operateci at the Site from 1963 to 1993. Leakage or improper
disposal of dry cleaning chemicals has impacted the soil and grounclwater
beneath the Site. The Site was proposecl as Class 2Ain the New York State

Registry of Inactive Hazarclous Waste Sites in March 7993 and was listed as

a Class 2 Site on June 
-J.9,'J.995. In August 1.996, operation of an SVE system,

designecl to remove VOCs from the soil, was started. In October 1998, the
Site was referred to the NYSDEC Division of Environmental Enforcement
(DER) for State funcling. In July 

'1.999, an RI/FS Work Plan was finalized,
which was to be implementecl by the NYSDEC.

A former operator of the dry cleaner took over the project and developecl a

modified RI Work Plan, which was approved by the NYSDEC in December
1999. Fieldwork began in June 2000, and an RI report was completed in
March 2001.

The RI revealed that the off-Site plume was much larger than anticipateci ancl

additional investigation was neeclecl. DNAPL is present at the Site and is
found cleep below the grouncl surface at the interface with the grounclwater
table. The data also suggested the presence of a contaminant source area on
the east side of the Site.

The water table is approximately 80 feet below ground surface (bgs) ancl

dissolved contamination extencls at least 120 feet below the water table. The
highest detected concentrations of dissolvecl VOCs were 190,000 micrograms
per liter (prg/L [ppbl) on-Site ancl15,000 þg/L off-Site. The geology and
hycirogeology is complex at, ancl arouncl the Site. The grounclwater elevation
ciata collected cluring the RI, definecl a grounclwater flow component to the
southwest from the Site. The impactecl public supply wells thus appear to be
locatecl upgraclient of the Site.

a
JERIV1 001,5591,.2797
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An SVE system, consisting of four vapor extraction wells, was installed by the
PRP. The wells are approximately located at the four corners of the existing
on-Site building and are screened across the entire unsaturated zone. The
SVE system was initially operated from August1996 through June 2000 when
the concentration of PCE recovered appeared to reach an asymptote. As
described above, the SVE system was restarted by ERM in October 2005 after
repair of the pipe connecting the wells to the blower, and as of January 2006,
an additional4,000 pounds of PCE were recovered. A second IRM was
proposed by the NYSDEC to address off-Site migration of contaminated
groundwater from the Site. The former operator declined to implement the
IRM and the NYSDEC therefore referred the Site for funding by the NY State
Superfund for implementation of an off-Site RI/FS and a second IRM.

crTtr LJVDT2 t) ÍZE ñr ît tavUTTL AIIUI\VVLVLVUI

The Site is relatively flat at an elevation of approximately 125 feetmean
sea level (msl) in a shallow topographic swale. The swale trends
southwestwarci towards Glen Cove Creek approximately 5,000 feet away

This northern part of the City of Glen Cove is geologically complex. The
gror-rn-c1-wa-ter reservoir con-sists of unconsolicl-ated. gla.cia.l deposits of the
Pleistocene age (an epoch of glaciations from 1.8 million to 11,000 years
o-^\ -^,{ ¡naclal ^l-;- .{^^^-;+- ^f ^^-+i-^^+^l ^-l *^'.;^^ ^-i^;* ^f +1-^qóv/ q¡rq LvqJLqr-y¡q¡rl vvyvolLJ vl LvrlLl¡lçllLq¡ 4lru lllorlltL urrË)ilt \JI LrIc

T ^+^ ¡/--^r-^ ^-^ lAr, *illi^^ ,,^^-^ ^^^\ 'T.L^^^ ..*^^-^^lil^c^lLqLL v¡ LLqLEUUo qóc \\_/r lrrrrllLrrr Jtr.aLÐ a6w). I tlcÐc LlrrL\JttJ\JttLldtcLt

deposits consist of gravel, sand and ciay and are underlain by bedrock.
The bedrock, which is relatively impermeable, forms the base of the
-*^rr^À.^ro4'at vacat
Bl uu r iuwater -re:icrvolr.

The NYSDEC has provided pump test data from tests conducted at the
Seaman Road well field and the Glen Cove Hospital complex. The
NYSDEC monitored the impacts of pumpage at these two centers in off-
Site monitoring wells (Ron Hill MWs 5, 6,7 , & 8). Water level response in
these wells as a result of the Glen Cove Hospital pump test does not
conclusively demonstrate a hydraulic response to the pumpage.

Water levei response in these weils as a result of the Seaman Road well
field pump test demonstrates a positive response to pumpage. However,
it is unclear how these responses actually influence groundwater flow at,
and downgradient of the Site. Groundwater quality data collected during
the RI reveal the presence of contaminants in a well installed between the
Site and the Seaman Road well field. Based upon the pump test data and
the RI groundwater chemistry data, it appears that pumpage at Seaman
Road well field causes a component of the groundwater flow beneath the
Qi+o +n La i- ttr-o.{i*^^*i^- ^f C^^--- I)^^'l IJ^-,'^-'^* +l^^ *^*^;+'.J^ ^*JrrLL Lv vL arr trfu urluLLrurr \rr JLqlrÌqrr r\vqu. rlUvvuvut/ LIIç trtaóÌItLLlLtf; aILLI

duration of that flow component is undefined, and the link between the

4ERM 0015591.2797



L.4

Site and groundwater impacts at the Seaman Road well field remains
unconfirmed.

The relationships between hydrogeologic and geologic units underlying
the Site are depicted on Figure 22. As shown on the figure, the
unconsolidated deposits underlying the Site consist of: (descending from
land surface) the upper glacial aquifer, the Port Washington Confining
Unit, the Raritan confining unit and the Lloyd aquifer. The Magothy
aquifer, the aquifer from which much of the drinking water on Long
Island is withdrawn, is likely not present beneath Site. The deposits
making up this formation in the vicinity of the Site were removed by
glacial processes.

Data collected by Roux Associates3 indicate that there is a component of
groundwater flow beneath the Site to the southwest. However, the
configuration of the water table presented by Kilburn and Krulikas (1987)

suggest that there is a groundwater high in this area of Glen Cove.
Groundwater movement would therefore be radial away from the Site.

ERM reviewed a number of technical approaches to address the solvent
contamination in this geologic setting. The technologies review included,
monitored natural attenuation (MNA), biologically mediated anaerobic
degradation, and ISCO. Based on this review, ISCO appears to be the
most applicable technology to rapidly reduce on-Site contaminant
concentrations, and protect the drinking water supply wells.

IN-SITU OXIDATION TECI{NOL O GY

ISCO is a remedial technology that is used to reduce the mass of
contaminants present in DNAPL source zones by chemically oxidizing the
DNAPL in place in the subsurface. Various oxidants can be used such as

metal andf or hydrogen peroxides, ozor:re and permanganate. Selection of
the appropriate oxidant is based on the DNAPL distribution, native
oxidant demand and the type of DNAPL present. DNAPL is likely
present in both the unsaturated and saturated zones at the Site; therefore,
the ISCO agent selected for use would need to be effectively distributed in
both zones. As discussed above, seiection of the oxidant for use at the Site
will be based on a pilot study.

2 Kilburn, C. ancl Krulikas, R. K. 1987. Hydrogeology and Grotu-rdwater Quality of the

Northern Part of the Town of Oyster Bay, Nassau Cottnty, New York in 1980. U. S.

Geological Survey, Water-Resources Investigations Report 85-4051.
3 Iìoux Associates, 200-1. Ren-reclial Investigation Report Forrner Ronhill Dry Cleaning

Site 71 Forest Avenue, Glen Cove, New York (Registry No 1-30-071).
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:1.4.'l Proper Oxidønt S election

Common oxidizing agents used for ISCO are permanganate, hydrogen
peroxide, persulfate and ozone. Hydrogen peroxide is typically employed
using one of two techniques. The lirst technique involves the injection of
highly concentrated solutions of hydrogen peroxide into the subsurface to
promote contaminant volatilization, using the heat generated during the
exothermic dissociation of the oxidant. The second technique (Fenton's
Reagent) oxidizes contaminants by combining hydrogen peroxide with an
iron catalyst under reduced pH conditions to generate hydroxyl radicals.
Similar to oxidation using Fenton's Reagent, catalytic decomposition of
sodium persulfate using heat, transition metal or ultraviolet (UV) light
generates persulfate andf or hydroxyl radicals which oxidize
contaminants. In contrast, permanganate oxidation creates little heat or
gas and contaminant treatment occurs directly through direct oxidation
^*J -J^^^ ^^L-^-.,:-^^-^^:^1 ^^L^1--^L^ ^---^I-I ^):,,^L,^^^,. LI^,- LI^^,--- - .r- ,- taiiLi Liuuu IiuL [equire sPeclai CaIaIySIS ûÌ-Pr:l a(ijustment IOf ttÌe ïeACtion tO

occur. Ozone is a highly reactive gas composed of three oxygen atoms
(Oa) that has a very short half-life. Typically, ozorre is generated at the Site
a¡17 ,7i¡anÍl-r i^io-tor] Â o -oo ;l- ^-^f^*^^+;^ll-' *;^*^&^- "^-^'^-J ^'^Jsrru urrL!rr/ ¡rrrvlllq, t r¿ 6uot ¡t yrLrLrutlL¡qrt/ rrIIótqLcD uyvvctru crrrLr

oxidizes contaminates in its pathway. Ali approaches have unioue
^^^l:^^+:^-^ ^*l ^^1^^L:^^ ^1 tL^ ^-.:Ã^-^L:^ 1^^^^Ã ^-^ ^^--^-^^1qyyrrLqLrvrrù arru ùslsLLl\Jrr \rl LrrE yrvyçr Lr^I\lclItL IJ lJdDc:L{ uIt bcvcldl

factors.

A chemical's oxidation potential is often used to determine relative
effectiveness for oxidizing organic constituents. The hydroxyl radical has
an oxidation potential of 2.8 volts, compared to hydrogen peroxide and
permanganate, which have oxidation potentials of 1.8 and1,.7 volts,
respectively. Ozone's oxidation potential oÍ2.07 volts lies between
h.',{-^-.'l -^Å;-^1 ^-'{ ^^-*^ñÆ^ñ^Í^'I-L^^^ .,^1,,^^ ^<< ftft^^+ E^'^r^.-/^

R; ;s; ;i p';;; "' ir'à ilG;; ; ; ;i, "l;;;"';;;ñ; :iñ. . ; - p.""a,
Flowever, oxidation potential provides only a partial view of an oxidizing
agent's capabilities. Specific mechanisms and reaction pathways also play
a very imporiant roie in the reaction kinetics.

The oxidation mechanisms for hydrogen peroxide and permanganate are
nrrife rlifferenf Fenfr¡n'q Roaoonf ic. r-anehlo n( nvirlizino q t¡rirTo ronno n(-1-.."-^"--r*"^"
compounds while permanganate is mol'e selective. However,

'^^r^:^ ^!^Ll^ i.^ rL^ ^---:1^-- ^-^s ^^,^,-^--^:^L 1^--- ^---,--l- r-ycrrrrdrróalra[s lÞ lrlrrrc sLdrrrc ilr ulc rltlLr[eI/ drtLI uail PcrbrSI rurlE eiluuBIl t(t
allow for better contact and a more complete destruction of specific
compounds when compared to Fenton's. The reaction process and
potential by-products for both oxidants differ considerably. Therefore, it
is important to understand the reaction mechanism for each oxidant to
predict how the oxidations reactions will occur.
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1.4.L.L Permøngønnte

Permanganate is an oxidizing agent with an affinity for organic
compounds containing carbon-carbon double bonds, aldehyde or
hydroxyl groups. The permanganate ion is strongly attracted to the
negative charge associated with the electrons in the n-cloud of the carbon-
carbon double bond present in chlorinated alkenes such as PCE,

trichloroethene (TCE), cis-L,2-dichloroethene (cDCE) and vinyl chloride
(VC) The permanganate ion uses the electrons in the n-cloud to form a

bridged hypomanganate diester, which is unstable and reacts further by a
number of mechanisms. Under normal subsurface temperature and pH
conditions, the primary oxidation reaction for chlorinated alkenes such as

PCE is cleavage of the carbon-carbon double bond. Once the double bond
is cleaved, the highly unstable fragments, resulting from the cleavage, are
converted to carbon dioxide thorough hydrolysis or further oxidation by
the permanganate ion. Because the mechanism of permanganate
oxidation involves breaking of the carbon-carbon double bond in PCE

andf or TCE, generation of more toxic byproducts, such as cDCE and VC
is not possible.

1.4,L.2 Fenton's Reøgent

Formation of hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide at low pH using
an iron catalyst (ferrous ions) was discovered by H.J.H Fenton in1876.
Typically, Fenton's Reagent is prepared using a solution of hydrogen
peroxide, sulfuric acid and ferrous sulfate. The dissolved iron acts as a

catalyst for generating the hydroxyl radicaT, resulting in free-radical
oxidation. To keep the iron is the ferrous state, 1ow pH must be

maintained, optimally between pH 3 and 5. Obtaining optimal subsurface
pH conditions is often limited by the soil buffering capacity. More
important, is if peroxide is persistent in the aquifer long enough to reach
the target contamination. Often the degradation of peroxide occurs over a

few hours and there is insufficient time for peroxide to fully react with
contamination present. The short halflife can result in the formation of
toxic intermediates such as cDCE and VC.

1.4.L.3 Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide is not an effective oxiclant for many organic
compounds when used at ambient pressures ancl temperatures.
Specifically, it exhibits little effectiveness for the oxidation of chlorinated
solvents and other recalcitrant compouncls such as methyl-f-butyl ether
(MTBE); nonetheless, it has been successfully used to remediate these

compounds. However, it is important to evaluate the mechanisrns
responsible for the observed contaminant reductions in these latter cases
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Volatilization is often the primary mechanism for contaminant removal
when ISCO is attempted using elevated concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide. Concentrations as low as 11-percent can cause groundwater
boiling, however, concentrations between 35 to S0-percent are frequently
used for remediation. The addition of high strength peroxide produces
heat and gaseous vapor generated by dissociation of the oxidant. The rate
of hydrogen peroxide decomposition doubles with every 10-degree rise in
temperature. Subsurface heating occurs rapidly, with 1,200 BTUs of
energy and up to 6 cubic feet of oxygen gas released by each pound of
hydrogen peroxide. As a result, VOC contamination is volatized and
driven from the soils by the resulting pressure gradient. This technique
can be successfully employed at sites with non-flammable VOCs;
however, vapor recovery will be necessary to collect VOCs volatized from
the subsurface. The existing SVE system at the Site could theoretically be
used to collect VOCs volatized from the subsurface; however, control of
VOCs moving oii the Site wouid be ciifficuit.

1.4.1.4 Ozone

Ozone is a hiqhlv reacfive <vas and sfronq or¿irlanf rrserl in a r,r¡irle ranoe nf-- -- ^-^o---J - o-'- "-'o "'-'-'*
appiications. Ozone is prociucecï írom moiecuiar oxygen anci reverrs back
to oxygen upon reaction. Ozone is used to purify water (potable and
process) and air; treat a wide variety of industriai, manufacturing, mining
^-^l-.-^^l-.-^-r^^,^^,-:L:-^,-^^l^-,-,7-IIII 1'lailLl wuuu wa5rc5; sarllLlze puuts anu spas; anu uleaclt papef anu otner
materials. Ozone has been used in industrial processes since the later
1800s.

The reaction of ozone with organic molecules results in the complete
,^-:-^^,--1:--t:-,- -f tl--,-- -l-- -l 

^ 
!,1 , ,l I 1

r¡i^lfLrqarzql¡vrr ur rlrL r¡rv¡LLulL. r rð vv rLrt yçrtrrartóqrratç/ LlLS çÌt\l yr\JLTLlLLD

of the reaction of ozone with chlorinated compounds are carbon dioxide
and chloride ion. The use of ozone as an ISCO agent allows for the rapid
and complete destruction of the contaminants of concern.

The distribution of contaminants at the Site complicates selection of an
oxidant. Contamination is present in both the saturated and unsaturated

^-,f ^.,^- sl ^,,-L r)1-E ^^-+^*:-^r^l ^^:l -^.^^ ^.,^^-.^r^-J f..^*¿v¡tLù qllu/ Lvsrl trl\J(jóIr I \-L LUIrLdlIlltlcltçLl D\Jll VVdD C^LdVcll,UL,t IIU.llt

beneath the building foundation, it is likely present below the building
slab. Therefore, an ISCO agent must be deiivered to both the unsaturated
and saturated zones and beneath the building slab to effectively remediate
contamination at the Site.

Ozone injected below the water table does not diffuse ar-r appreciable
distance laterally from the injection point before diffusion to the surface
begins. Incidental oxidation of contaminants in the vadose zone would
therefore be accomplished by ozone diffusing fi'om beneath the water
+^1.-f ^ H^-^,^-,^- Å;-^-+.:^:^^+i^- ^l ^-^^^;-r^ 11^^ -.^Å^^^ -^^^ -.-^..1 Å ^t^.-Lqvrs. rruvvEvsr/ UUELL rIugLLr\_rtt Lrr \rzrL.rrlg lttL(J Lltc vdLltjùu ¿LrILt: vvLrulLl dl5(J

be required to effectively oxidize contaminants. Therefore, use of ozone at
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the Site would require installation of multiple injection points to oxidize
contaminants in the unsaturated (vadose) and saturated zones. To deliver
ozone beneath the building, injection points could be installed inside the
building orby using angled boreholes. Control over ozone migration
would be accomplished using a reconfigured SVE system.

1.4.1.5 Persulfntes

Sodium persulfate is also used as an ISCO agent. As an ISCO agent,
persulfate ion is decomposed catalytically or by heating to produce sulfate
radicals. The reaction mechanism of sulfate radical is similar to that of
permanganate ion, involving double bond cleavage. However, persul{ate
has a lower reactivity with naturally occurring organic material. The
stoichiometric demand of persulfate is double that of permanganate,
however, it is highly soluble in water and can be applied in concentrations
between L0 and 2O-percent.

L.4.2 RYFS On-Site Findings

The extent of on-Site contamination in the saturated zone has been
defined from the soil and groundwater data collected by the PRP as part
of the on-Site RI conducted in 2001., and from the VPBs instalied on-Site by
ERM. PCE was detected in the shailow unsaturated zone soils at
concentrations ranging from not-detected to 18,000 micrograms per
kilogram Q-rg/kg), with the highest concentrations of PCE were observed
in the boring installed near the northwest corner of the building. Deep
unsaturated zone (20 to 85-feet below ground surface [bgs]) soil
contamination was observed in borings completed near the northeast
coÍner of the building (the maximum PCE concentration in this area was
11,000 tLg/kg in the 78 to B0-feet bgs sample). Contamination in the
unsaturated zone is also inferred from the data collected after ERM
restarted the SVE system installed by the PRP. Since the SVE system
restart, ERM estimates that more than 4,000 pounds of VOCs have been
removed from the unsaturated zone.

Three VPBs were installed on the Site as part of the off-Site RI. Two of the
borings were advanced to the top of the Raritan Clay confining unit
(approximately 230 feet bgs). The third boring was terminatecl at
approximately 120 feet bgs when drilling tools were lost in the borehole.
Groundwater samples were collected every 5 feet from the water table
(approximately 80 feet bgs) to 130 feet bgs, and at 10-foot intervals
thereafter. Each groundwater sample was analyzedÍor VOCs by gas

chrornatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). The analytical results
reveal that the groundwater under the Site is still contaminatecl with
VOCs, almost exclusively PCE, at concentrations ranging from 100 ¡r.g/L
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(parts per billion) to more than 100 milligrams per liter (^g/L [parts per
million]). The highest VOC concentrations were observed in the upper 30
feet of the groundwater in the VPBs installed to the west of the building
(VPR-02) and in the northeast corner of the Site (VPR-03). The highest on-
Site VOC concentrations were observed in the third vertical profile boring,
installed on the east side of the building (VPR-04). The highest VOC
concentrations in this vertical profile boring are observed in the upper 50
feet of groundwater.

On-Site groundwater monitoring wells were sampled in August 2005.
The concentration of PCE in the shallow (approximately 90 to 98-feet bgs

[the depth to the water table during this sampling event was
approximately 8S-feet bgr]) on-Site groundwater ranged from 16,000 to
110,000 wg/L. The highest concentration was observed in the monitoring
weii completed in the southwest (downgradient) corneï of the Site.

To assess the effectiveness of the SVE system that had previously been
operated on the Site to remediate vadose (unsaturated) zone
-^-+^*.;^^+i^- ^^:l ^^*-l^^ ^^ll^^r^l L^ LL^ ^^--!L ^f rL^LUlItaIItlltaLl\/ll/ D\rll VAy\rr DclIrlylçD VVf;It: L\jIIt:LLULT LU Lllt: ¡tLrLlLll Ut Lllt:

building, from beneath the building, from the northern edge the Site. PCE
-.-^^ l^r^^L^Å:-^ ^^^1^ ^fL1^^^^ ^^-^^-^1^- -.-iL1- rl^^ I-i^.f-^-r --,- ' -- t . trvvclù LIcLULLEL.T trr cdLrr. Lrr LrtEbE ÞdlrrPrtr5/ wltlt LIte rlIËItg¡tt uultcglt[IaLIUIt

observed in the sample collected from beneath the building slab (more
than i00,000,000 micrograms per cubic meter (pgl*.). When the SVE
system was restarted, after the sub slab data were received, influent VCC
concentrations to the activated carbon treatment system were 2,500,000

þg/rÑ.

Based on the vadose soil vapor data, soil sampling data and the
--^,,-J-.,^r^- l^r^ ET)t\/f L^^ ^^^^1,.1^J rL^r ^^.^!^*:.^^
a)^ - -^ '-'
present in both the vadose (unsaturated) and saturated zones. The ISCO,
selected as the IRM, must therefore address both media.

I.4,J Recommended iS CO Appro øch

Successful treatment is a function of the effectiveness of delivering
sufficient oxidant to the impacted rnedia (i.e., contact) and the subsequent
transport of the oxidant to the source zones. As discussed above, a variety
^f ^L^-:^^l ^-,;.J^.^L^ ^-.1^r /^ - L-.J--^-^- ^^--^-.:)^ -^^-.--^Lrr LltElrtlLdl Lr^ll_tdil.rr E^lùL \8,Ë./ ttyLrr|!J6u]l pclUÃrLre/ pclIItallgdtlatc/
persulfate and ozone) that could be used to destroy PCE. Selection of the
appropriate oxidant and the coffesponding dose is critical in the
evaluation process. Based on the setting, subsurface conditions and
presence of two impacted media at the Site, ERM recommends that ozone
be evaluated as the potential ISCO agent.

Although permanganate and persulfate have successfully been injected
into sroundwaier to ireai chiorina-teci soivents. cieiivery oi oxiciant to the
vadose zone would be difficuit. Theoreticaiiy, either oxidant couid be
iniected into the vad-ose zone into fractr,rres created throush oneumatic or-- t---- "-Ò¡¡
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hydraulic fracturing. Dissolution of the solid oxidant, entrained in the
vadose zo:ne, would occur with infiltration of rainwater or snowmelt.
However, the Site is paved and little infiltration would therefore occur
Use of persulfate would pose an additional problem in that it must be
activated by heat, transition metals or UV catalysis.

The amount of oxidant required for treatment (i.e., the " dose" applied) is a
function of the mass of contaminant present (Stoichiometric Demand) and
the natural formation oxidation potential (natural oxidant demand

INOD]). Selecting the most appropriate oxidant for any given site is based

upon many factors, including cost, method of application, type and
concentrations of impacted media, and presence of potential receptors.

1.4.3.1 Ozone

The reaction of ozone with organic molecules results in the complete
mineralization of the molecule. For example, the end products of the
reactions of ozone with chlorinated compounds are carbon dioxide, water,
oxygen, and chloride ion. The use of ozone in an in situ application
allows for rapid destruction of the contaminants of concern with minimal
impacts on surround facilities. The basic reaction equation of ozone is:

O¡ + 3H* + 2e-l Oz+Hz} Eo:2.07 Y

Because of the energy released by the reaction, ozone is not selective and
will react with almost a1l organic matter. Typically, the upper glacial
aquifer, the stratum, which contains most of the contaminants, does not
contain very much organic carbon. Therefore, NOD should be low. The
NOD will be determined during a pilot study. The stoichiometry of
oxidation of PCE is:

AlHzO + 2CzCI+ + 2Oz ---+ 4COz+ 8HC1 + Oz

(For every pound of C2Cl4 ,5.87 pounds of Os)

The hydrochloric acid (HCI) generated causes a transitory decrease in the
pH of the groundwater. The pH quickly returns to the normal range
because of the buffering capacity of carbonates present in "natural"
ground water.

1.4,3,2 Injection Technique

As indicated above, successful use of ozone for ISCO at the Site will
require injection of oxidant into the vadose (unsaturated) and saturated
zotres, both inside and outside the building footprint. The relatively srnall
size of the Site and the need for the current business to remain in
operation, limits the size of the ozone generator and soil vapor collection
equipment that can be used at the Site. Therefore, ERM recommetlds that
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ozone be injected into the subsurface through arrays of
points installed across the Site. The microinjection points would be
installed across in the vadose and saturated zones inside and outside of
the building footprint (points under the building will either be installed
inside the building [where possible] or using angle drilling).

Groups of the microinjection points would be manifolded together to
create small sub-arrays designed to treat specific areas of the Site, for
example in the northwest corner of the property where disposal allegedly
took place. Ozone injection would be parsed from sub-array to sub-array
in a sequential fashion with ozone injected into one sub-array at a time so
that smail capacity ozone generator could be used. The size of each sub-
array would necessarily be consistent with the capacity of the ozorLe
generator selected for the remediation.

^ÎÍÕ:L^ 
,^-:-,--ri^---.-:I1 l-- -- ' ll I ! ,I ' ,t -\7r\rrr-Ðr[e uzurre rrrr8.rarrorr will De confrolte(l uslng tne exlsung DVtl system.

Redesign will be required to ensure that ozone does not accumulate in the
building or migrate off-Site.
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2.0 INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION SCOPE OF WORK

The IRM Scope of Work is based on objectives identified in the WA, and
subsequently modified andf or expanded in the 15 April 2004 scoping
meeting. The Scope of Work for the IRM discussed in the WA focused on
destruction of residual PCE DNAPL present on-Site in the unsaturated
and saturated zones. As discussed in Section L.0, the technology
identified for the IRM is ISCO. Data gaps identified in the on-Site data,
that would impact implementation of the IRM, will be filled as part of the
RL On-Site data gaps identified in the 13 April ERM memorandum (RI-

Work Plan Appendix A) include:

. The current distribution of contaminants in the unsaturated zone
beneath the Site;

. Whether on-Site unsaturated zone sources of contamination have been

remediated by operation of the SVE system;

. If an unidentified source of contamination exists in the northeast
section of the Site;

. Current on-Site groundwater contaminant concentrations;

" The hydraulic connection of the Site with the Seaman Road and Glen
Cove hospital wells fields; and

. The current saturated zone on-Site contaminant and background
organic carbon concentrations required for design of the IRM.

The IRM will include:

. Collection of profile soil vapor samples from two VPBs to be installed
on-Site to critically characterize the vertical distribution of
contaminated soil vapors,

" Installation of performance monitoring wells to monitor DNAPL
destruction;

' A pilot study to test ozone as the selected ISCO oxidant for the IRM;

. Design of a full-scale IRM system;

. Implementation of the ISCO application or alternative;

. Performance and long-term monitoring; and

. Evaluation of the effectiveness and the need for additional injections.

The core field investigative activities of the IRM are discussed in Tasks 2 &
3, Sections 2.2 & 2.3, which cotnprise the Detailecl Field Activities Plan
(FAP). To streamline the FAP and ensure tl"rat the fielcl activities are
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consistently executed in a safe manner, the FAP is supported by the
following documents:

Appendix B:

Appendix C:

Appendix D:

Attachment 1

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)4;

Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP),;

Site Specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP),; and

Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP).

2.1

2"2

Strict adherence to the SOPs, the QAPP, the HASP, and CAMP will ensure
the generation of reliable data and measurement activities such that
resultant data and evaluations of the same are scientifically valid,
defensible, comparable and of known precision and accuracy.

'fL^ TI)n,f L^^l-^ ^-^:Å^^L:C:^J 1^^l^-.,I T TE I I\IVI LCTùI\ù CII U ILIUI I,LII ISLI UCIU W

TAC,K 1. Il?AT TN(IT2T{ DI A]\I I)'?ET)¿1?A?-'Tì]\I
L Lf II Y ¡ T\!I IIIVII¡VAY

Task 1 of the work Assignment (wA) was the preparation this Work Plan
(WP). The purpose, intent anci content of this WP was cliscusseci in
Çonfinn'l O

TASK 2: INTERI1|4 RENTEDIAL NTEASURE PILOT STUDY

2.2,1 Pilot Study Objectioes

An ozone pilot study will be performed to collect data necessary to
rI^^ ^^t^-t:^,- -Í - - ¡l rÕ^^ , 7 t 1suppurL rrte serccuurr ur uzorre as rrìe r)\_\J agent/ ano to cleslgn ancl

implement a full-scale IRM using ozone. The objectives of the pilot study
are:

. Subsuríace injection anci withcirawai oÍ ozone to estabiish operating
parameters such as radius of influence of an ozone injection well,
injection and extraction rates, off-gas treatment requirements and
other parameters required for treatment;

. Determine the impacts of operation of an ozone treatment system on
surrounding facility acti.¿ities. In particular, confirm that there are no
potential impacts to human health or the environment from this
remedial approach;

a Ren'rediai Investigation & Feasii:ility Stuciy Work Plan, Ronhill Cleaners, 71 Forest
Ar¡pnr¡e f-itr¡ nf Cìon l-n-ro Nlrcc¡,. l-n¡rrr+¡¡ l\Tô.^' V^.l, 

^ -..it 
1nntrv L/ r rqrruq vvu¡rlJ/ I ry¡rr ¿rrrrr-
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Obtain in{ormation regarding mass destruction rates and treatment
effectiveness; and

Use the information obtained above to design the IRM for the Site.

2.2.2 Pilot Study Oaeraiew

The pilot study will consist of the following main elements:

. Pre-pilot study on-Site soil vapor sampling to vertically profile the
distribution of VOC contaminated soil vapors in the unsaturated zone
beneath the Site;

" Three (3) injection wells;

" An ozone generator capable of providing a sufficient mass of ozone to
the subsurface;

" A delivery system consisting of flexible Teflon tubing within a carrier
pipe (to provide secondary containment) to convey ozone from the
ozone generator to the injection wells;

" A vapor recovery f ozone treatment system for off-gas control to
prevent the release of ozone to the atmosphereS;consisting of existing
SVE wells, an extraction blower, demistet, aÍr ozorre destruction unit,
carbon canisters, and appropriate piping and appurtenances; and,

. A monitoring program consisting of ground water, treatment system
parameters, and ambient air monitoring to evaluate the safety and
effectiveness of the pilot study.

It is anticipated that the pilot study will be performed over a period of
approximately two (2) months. At the conclusion of the pilot study, a

report wil1be prepared and submitted to the NYSDEC that documents the
results of the study, and provides recommendations for design of the full-
scale IRM.

2.2.3 Pilot Study System Components

A description of each key component of the ozone pilot study system is

provided in the following sections.

2.2.3.1 InjectionWells

The delivery system for ozone will consist of vertical injection points
installed in the subsurface. The approximate locations of the injection
wells are shown in Figure 3. These wells will be placed in close proximity

s The existirlg SVE system is poorly designed ar-rcl inefficient. To effectively control off-
Site ozone migration, redesign and upgradir-rg of the system will be requirecl.
However, to the extent practicable, the underground piping, extraction wells and

blower will be used in the ozone contt'ol system.

o
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to the presumed northeast source area. The injection points will be
installed in both the unsaturated and saturated zones with two-foot long
screens. Screen zones wiil be selected to correspond with areas of high
concentrations of PCE in the subsurface based on the results of the pre-
pilot study soil vapor profiling, and Waterloo groundwater vertical
profiling completed as part of the RL The injection points willbe installed
via either direct push (i.e. Geoprobe!) or standard well installation
technology. The wells will be constructed of stainless steel or other ozone
compatible material, and will be approximately one-inch in diameter.

2.2.3,2 Injection Piping

The ozone injection piping will inciude all materials required to transfer
ozone from the ozone generator to the injection well points. All
construction materiais will be ozone-compatible to provide adequate
.,-^-l-^--^^l^L--)----:-^^f,i^^--:f l----': :¡: Tf t f .tlrvvLrrr\cr DdrEry LrurrrlE [rlc Plrur.5r.uuy actrvltres. I ne rralìsIeI Plplng wlll De

constructed of Teflon tubing or other compatible material within a steel or
PVC carrier pipe. A flow meter, pressure gauge and valves will be
inctalì^J ^+ ^^-L -^'^ll 1-^^l r^ ^^-*:+ -^^k^l ^*.J *^-:!^--:^- ^î. LL^IrrùLcrrrüLr crL uclLtl r¡vurr r¡.e¡lu ru Pe,rrrur cuftlrut alìu mOnltoring oI tne vapor
stream entering each injection well.

2.2.3.3 Ozone Generation Systent

The ozone generation systern will consist of the following components:

An ozone generator with the capacity to produce appr-oximately 5 to
L0 pounds of ozone per day, with a totai injection rate of
approximatelv 2 standard cubic feet oer minute lSCFMl. The ozoner r J --f -- -^'^^'-"-\"--''-/r'

generator prociuces a vapor stream typicaiiy consisting of
approximately L % to 4% ozone. The remainder of the vapor stream
consists of a combination of oxygen and nitrogen. If necessary, the
air f ozone mixture ratio can be modified to decrease the per-day total
amount of ozone delivered. The ozone generator utilizes electrical
energy to convert a portion of the ambient air feed to ozone in parallel
generation celis.

A compressed air supply system to feed the ozone generator.

An enclosure (traiier) to protect the generator from inclement weather
conditions. The ozone generator is housed in a single enclosure.
Controls and monitoring instruments are located in a panel on the face
of the enclosure. The system includes all electrical controls and
interlocks necessary for operation, as well as a fail-safe shutdown of
the unit in the event of an internal or external malfunction.
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2.2.3.4 Subsurføce Vøpor Control System

The subsurface vapor control system will employ both existing and new
SVE wells on the Site to fecover soil vapors and ozone. To assure that no
ozone enters the Site building, additional shallow collection points may be

installed as required between the building and the study area to collect any
fugitive vapors, if deemed necessary during startup testing.

The vapor collection system will include the following components:

Six SVE wells (4 existing & 2 new at the locations shown in Figure 3).

Transfer piping from the SVE wells will be routed via trenches to the
vapor destruction unit. Any trenches will be lined with plastic to
prevent the escape of fugitive emissions. Although there may be

ozone present in the collected vapors, it is anticipated that the
concentration of ozorre present will be minimal. Therefore, the
collection system transfer piping and SVE wells will be constructed of
single-walled PVC or other compatible materiai.

A demister to remove water vapor from the extracted vapor stream.

A collection vacuum blower that can provide up to 20 SCFM at 40

inches of water to collect vapors from all extraction points. The
vacuum blower extraction rate wi1l be adjusted to minimize the
amount of water extracted from the subsurface.

An ozone destruction unit consisting of an in-line, 4 to 6-inch diameter
cylindrical tube filled with a magnesium oxide catalyst, which will
destroy any fugitive ozone recovered.

Vapor-phase activated carbon to capture any VOCs extracted from the
subsurface.

Interlocking controls with the ozone generation system such that if the
vapor collection system is shut off or shuts off accidentally, the ozone

generator will immecliately be shut off.

2,2,3.5 Vnpor Monitoring Systent

A continuous ozone monitoring system with a series of subsurface
monitoring probes will be used to detect fugitive ozone emissions
(Manufacturer and Model to be determinecl after completion of the pilot
stucly). The ozone subsurface monitoring probes will be installecl arouncl
the boundaries of the Site and in a variety of locations inside and outside
the facility building, as well as within the interstitial space of the injection
piping. The precise location of the monitoring probes will be determined
based on field conditions. Initially, there will be no more than 30 feet
between each monitoring probe location. The ozone monitoring system
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will be augmented by the use of a hand-held ozone monitor that will be
used in accordance with a monitoring protocol to be developed during
startup testing. This will include monitoring the concentrations of ozone
in the influent and effiuent of the extraction/collection system. Moreover,
pressure/ vacuum, temperature, injection and extraction flow rates, and
other parameters will be measured and recorded during weekly operation
and maintenance visits. These data will be used to evaluate treatment
system performance (i.e. the injection and extraction/collection system).

2.2.3.6 Uillrty Hoolcups

The following utility hookups wili be required:

Electrical service (220 volt, single phase, 100 amp);

Compressed air; and

Water.

2.2.4 Pilat Study Metho dology

2.2.4.1 Health And Safety

Ozone exoosltre in the worknlace is reøulalerJ hr¡ fhe f)ccrrnafinnel ÇeÉeF

anci Health Administration (OSHA). The permissible exposure limit
lPEf ,) for ozone is 0.1 ppmv. The threshold limit value ITT,V\ is 0 05\- '-l '- -- -'- rr---"
ppmv, a time weighted average (TWA) for heavy work exposure. The
immediately dangerous to life or health (IDLH) concentration is 5 ppmv.
Engineerins controls will be utilized- d-r-lrins the oilot studr¡ to limif tlreu u --'o ---- r--" - "-*-'J -"
risk of human exposure to ozone as previousiy ciescribeci. These controis
will include active collection via vacuum extraction of any unreacted
ozone in the subsurface; aggressive ozone monitoring in the pilot study
area; and security fencing around the pilot study area. This will also
ensure that there is no exposure to ozone by non-workers in the area, and
that workeÍ exposure is limited below 0.05 ppmv.

A Heaith anci Safety Pian (H|SP)wiii be prepareci to aciciress identified
potential hazards associated with the ozone treatment system. The HASP
will comply with all applicable Federal Occupational safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) regulations. The procedures outlined in the
HASP will be implemented and enforced by a health and safety
representative during both the pilot study and full-scale system operation
The HASP will also include a modified version of the New York State
Department of Health (NYSDOH) Generic Community Air Monitoring
Plan (CAMP) that has been adapted for monitoring both VoCs and ozone
at this Site. A copy of the NYSDOH Gen-eric CA-MP is presented in
Attachment i ot this IRM Work Pian. Compiiance with the HASP will be
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required oÍ all persons who enter restricted areas for the project. The

purpose of the HASP will be to:

Assign site personnel health and safety responsibilities;

Establish process safety requirements for all equipment, including
hazards associated with the use o{ powerful oxidizers, flammable
materials and other hazards;

Prescribe mandatory treatment system operating procedures;

Establish personnel protective equipment requirements for work
activities;

Establish emergency response procedures;

Provide information on the health and physicalhazards associated

with the ozone treatment process, each work activity at the Site,

including all employees, contractors, subcontractors, and visitors; and

Provide a measure of protection for the downwind community (i.e.,

off-Site receptors including residences and businesses and on-Site
workers not directly involved with the subject work activities) from
potentiai airborne contaminant releases as a direct result of
investigative and remedial work activities.

2.2.4.2 Pre-Pilot Study Soil Vnpor Snmpling

Prior to the initiation of the Pilot Study, multiple Permanent soil vapor
sampling points will be installed using direct push drilling (DPT) at two
on-Site locations. Analytical results of on-Site soil vapor samples collected
from these points will be to understand the vertically the distribution of
VOC contaminated soil vapors in the unsaturated zone at the following
locations shown in Figure 3:

. One boring will be located to the east of the building near the
presumed eastern source; and

. One boring will be located on the west side of the Site near the corner
of building where soil was excavated.

Soil vapor sampling points will be positioned every LO-feet from land
surface to the water table, approximately 80 to 90-feet bgs. Installation of
the permanent soil vapor sampling points will follow the NYSDOH
February 2005 "Guidance of Evaluating Vapor Intrusion in the State of
New York." Samples collected from the permanent soil vapor monitoring
points will be used to establish the distribution of contaminated soil vapor
in the on-Site vadose zone. The distribution clata will be used to design
the microinjection point arrays. Soil vapor samples will also be collected
from these locations to determine changes in contaminant concentrations
within the vadose zone after the pilot study and IRM.
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After installatiory soil vapor samples will be collected using Summa
canisters and analyzed for VOCs using USEPA Method TO-15. Samples
will be collected over a 2-hour period. As part of the RI, two on-Site
Vertical Profile Borings were completed from the water table to the top of
the Raritan Confining Unit. Groundwater samples were collected every 5-
feet from the water table to 140 feet bgs, and at 1O-foot intervals thereafter
to termination of the boring. The groundwater samples were analyzed Íor
Vocs using USEPA SW-846 Method 8260. voc concentration data from
both the vadose and saturated zone will be ptotted to provide a detailed
representation of the on-Site VOC distribution. The figure wili aiso
include permeability data, collected from the saturated zone.

2.2.4.3 Site Prepøration

The pilot study area will be prepared to provide access for equipment and
Qila co¡r'ri*.' -ll"io 

^*^^-sa+in^ -^';1I ;*^l"l^ +1^^:*^L^ll^r:^- ^C ^^^----:L--vrL! ùvLqrrrJ. I rrrú P¡vyqrqL¡vrl vvrtl lIrLIuuç- tltt lItJLd¡laLI\JIt LrI ùE:LLIIILy

fencing and warning signs to ensure security, and restrict access to the
study area. Ail wells and a plastic liner will be installed in preparation for
the installation of treatment equipment. The plastic sheeting will be
anchored down along the perimeter and covered with a geotextile and
nrorrol Tlro {-roa*manf onrrinma^+ '^'ill L^ ^*^-';l^.1 ^^ +-^:1 ^- ^^,1 ^1.:Åvv ¡¡r uL ytv v ¡uLu qo LIqIIçl qltu D^lu-

mounted units for ease of installation. All electrical and other utility
hookups wiii then be connecteci.

2.2.4.4 Trentntent System Installntion

The ozone treatment equipment will be mobilized to the site, assembled
and connected to the injection and coliection points. After compietion of
ail u-tilitv hookups, aii system cofitponerits will lre lested for proper
operation. All pipes and fittings wiil be tested for leaks. Leak testing will
be conducted with a helium/air mixture. Repairs to the equipment or
piping will be made as necessary. When the equipment passes the
^-^--^a:^- L^^L :L -.-i-l-l l^^ l^^,--^-1 ,--- I ( ¡ mrLryErcrrrurr LsÞr/ lr. wlll ue LreerrrcLl Ieaqy IOr syslenl slarr-uP. Ine üeatment
equipment will be evaluated and checked for proper system operation,
performance, continuity and safety. Following successful completion of
the system check, the system will be deemed ready for pilot stucl_y

operation.

2.2.4.5 Trncer Gas Testing

A treatment system test will be performed prior to initiation of ozonation
using helium as a tracer gas. Compressed air will be connected without
the ozone generator. One percent helium will be injected into the intake
to the compressed air stream. Initially, the 1% helium f air rntxture will be
injected into tl-re injection points for a period of 4 to 6 hours. At the end of
ihe injection cvcie, the grounci surface insicie anci surrouncling the strrdy
arca wili bc monitored for helium. After the injection monitoring is
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completed, the collection system will be started and operated at three

times the injection flow rate. The ground surface and vapor observation
points wi1l be monitored for helium after the collection system has

operated for 4 to 6 hours. If there is any helium detected or if efficient
recovery of the gases is not achieved, the collection system will be

modified as needed to ensure complete collection. These modifications
may include the installation of additional extraction points/trenches
andf or modifications to the injection system.

Pressure/vacuum readings wilt be taken in the soil during both the

injection and collection phases of the tracer test to determine radial
influences of injection and vapor capture. Following this initial test,

various configurations of injection/vacuum rates will be tested to
determine the best system design. From the results of the tracer testing,

an operational protocol for ozone injection and treatment will be

developed for operator use. This protocol will outline the injection and

extraction rates and pressures required for ozone injection. The

information obtained in accordance with this protocol will be presented in
the Pilot Study Report, to be submitted to the NYSDEC at the conclusion
of the pilot study.

2.2.4.6 Ozone System Operntion

The ozone system will initially operate for short duration tests while
monitoring is performed to ensufe that no fugitive ozone emissions are

present in the ambient environment. Pilot study operations will start in
stages. First, the collection system will be engaged. Pressure/vacuum
readings will be taken in the soil to determine radial influence of vapor
capture, and to confirm complete vaPor capture. Second, the injection
system from the injection feed blower forward wi1l be operated'
Pressure/vacuum readings will be taken in the soil to determine radial
influences of injection and vapor capture, and to confirm vapor capture.
Finally, the ozonation system will be operated. The Site area will be

checked for fugitive ozone. Once again, pressure/vacuum readings will
be taken to ensure aid in determining to determine radial influences of
injection and vapor capture, and that capture of injected gases is taking
place. Injection and vacuum flow rates willbe adjusted as required to
balance the system and optimize radial influence of injection and vapor
(i.e., eliminate "dead spots").

When sufficient testing and system balancing adjustment has been

performed to ensure long-term safety, the ozone system will operate

continuously,24 hours a day, during the two-month study period, with
the exception of weekly operation and maintenance (O&M), at which the

time the system will be shut down briefly. Pressure, vacuum/

temperature, injection and extraction flow rates, ancl other parameters will
be recorcled periodically during the two-month study period and used to
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evaluate treatment system performance (i.e. the injection and
extraction/ collection system).

2.2.4.7 Ozone Operntionøl Monitoring

The pilot study area will be monitored to ensure that all unused ozone is
captured and destroyed once it has traveled through the soils being
treated. Ozone monitoring procedures are described below.

Appropriate monitoring for fugitive ozone will be conducted in the
subsurface and ambient air. To provide assurance that no fugitive
emissions are present, passive vapor monitoring points will be installed.
The location of these passive points will be determined based pilot study
results. These points will be monitored daily until such time that no
fugitive ozone emissions have been detected for a one-week period. The
noints r¡¡ill he checked rlririrro r¡zeoLlrz a)R'l\/ r¡icirc tl^o.o^(to.r' ---- ''--^^'Þ '' ---'^J

2.2.4.8 Portøble Ozone Monitoring

AnEcoZone Model EZ-1x portable ozone monitor (or equivaient) will be
used to monifor the subsrrrface passirze monitorin-g points for fugiti-..e
ozone emission. The portable ozone monitor will be maintained and
^^lil--^r^,{ ^^^^-;1:^- !^ rI^^ *^^--r^^L-,--^--t^ ^-- - ^:t: -^tt - .^ Tr r ¡LqrrvrqLçq aLLUr u¡rló rL, rrrc lllcllrLrrdLtulcl 5 5PcÇllrcdnullS. Illg uetectlon
range for portabie ozone monitor is 0.0 to 0.14 ppmv. If any measurement
exceeds 0.Û5 ppmv, the ozone system wiii be shut down and necessary
corrective action, such as adjusting injection and extraction rates, will be
taken. once the situation is mitigated, the system will be restarted.

2.2.4.9 Contittuous Azone Monitoring

In addition to portable monitoring, a continuous ozone monitor will be
used to monitor ozone within the ozone system trailer as well the vapor
olrqorrzafinn nnintc /Qoo Qo¡fin- ? t 2 tr\ T- +l-^ arrnnt -^,:rl^:- LL^

\vrr vvLr¡vr. L.L,r.r,lt rrr LrrL LvLr1L u¿ultç vvtLIlI¡l LItE

trailer or in any of the four vapor observation points exceeds 0.0S ppmv,
the ozone system will automatically shut off, an external alarm will flash,
and an automatic dialer will call out that the system has been shut down.
Once the situation is mitigated, the system will be restarted.

The site manager, at any time, has the authority to spot check ozone
concentrations within the designated work area. If any of these spot
checks determine that ozone concentration exceeds o.ds ppmv, thà ozone
system will be shut down and corrective action will be taken. Once the
situation is mitigated, the system will be restarted. All spot check data
will be recorded in a logbook.
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2.2.4.10 Performnnce Monitoring

A performance monitoring program will be used to quantitatively
determine the effectiveness of the ozone sparging. All sampling and
analyses performed during this pilot study will be executed in accordance

with applicable QAPP requirements.

Prior to ozonation, groundwater samples will be collected from W-1.,W-2,
W-3 and W-4, and soil gas sampling from the Permanent Soil Gas

Monitoring Points. Each sample wil1be analyzed for VOCs with the
groundwater samples also being analyzed for chloride. These wells were
selected to be representative of locations directly within and adjacent to,
the pilot study area. The data from these analyses will be used as baseline
data to help determine the effectiveness of ozonation.

Following the initiation of ozonation, periodic testing of the monitoring
wells will be performed. The following table presents the parameters and
frequency of the sampling program.

Soil Vapor from
Permanent Soil
Gas Sampling
Points

VOCsVOCsVOCs

VOCs,
Chloride

Groundwater
(w-1,w-2,w-3 &.

w-4)

VOCs,
Chloride

VOCs,
Chloride

l MonthPre-Study 2 Months

In addition, field parameters (pH, temperature, specific conductance, and
oxidation/reduction potential) will be determined at each sampling event
in wells W-L,W-2, W-3 and W-4.

2.2.5 Pil o t S tudy Rep o rt/F ttll- S c aI e D esign

A Pilot Study Report will be prepared and submitted to the NYSDEC at
the conclusion of the pilot study to document the procedures, present and
evaluate the results, and provide recommendations for design of the full-
scale ozone injection system for the IRM. All pilot study field
measurements and laboratory analytical data results will be compiled and
evaluated to determine the effectiveness of ISCO at the Site. The
compilation will include:

Update of the existing Site base map to show the actual locations of
the Vertical Profile Borings and Permanent Vadose Zone Soil Vapor
Sampling Points,
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Compilation of boring logs, field notes and screening data,

Tabulation of the oxidant efficiency testing data by location,
calculating the range and mean within the various geological units
encountered, and

Computation of VOC mass destruction and efficiency of remedial
technology Íor ozone.

The Pilot Study Report will include a section that presents the conceptual
design and recommendations to augment the pilot study system for full-
scale implementation. The report will also include revised schedule 2.11s
that will present costs for the full-scale implementation of the ozone
injection IRM.

'r^cw2, EIII I Qt-^t DTT)^/Í¡ l rua\ d. I t trtr-.J\-11LrJ -tt\ly|

After NYSDEC approval of the design of the full-scale ozone injection
system submitted with the Pilot Study Report, ERM will implement the
IRM. Kev IRM tasks are discussed below.

) c,1 12 n c ol.ì ø o (1 o n nln oø ì ¡'f-n tvvvvtLvtrLro9t y

cne round orr groundwater monitoring will be conducted from on-Site
,-- -- -. ,-:t- -l Il l^7 I I^7 

^ 
r^7 ô 1\^t arrruilrfurrllg welrs v\-L, vv-zt vv-J ancl vv-4 uslng conventlonal samptlng

techniques. The samples will be analyzed for VOCs and several
^,ll;+;^-^I ^^^1,,r^^ !^ âirñ.^^*+ rl-^ Tc¡/-^ ^^ ^t^^----^ ^,^ T-r-r- rquurltvllar qrraryLcr L\_, DLryy\jrI L-rtg IJ\_\_,f pIUËId.tt¡ dù billuwll ulL laule l.

Table 1

Baseline Geochemical Analytes

Anah¡sis Method of Anøh¡sis Røtionale

Groundwater
Elevation

pH

Eieciricai
Conductivity

Temperature

ORP

Dissolved Oxygen

VOCs

Chloride

Field Probe

Field Flow-Through Cell

Fielcl Flow-Through Cell

Fielci Flow-Through Cell

Field Flow-Through Cell

Fielcl Flow-Through Cell

Lab - EPA Methoel OLM04.2

Lab - EPA Methocl300.0

Evaluate grounclwater table elevation

Evaluate aquifer geochernistry

Evaluate aquifer geochemistry

Evaluate aquifer geochemis try

Evaluate aquifer geochemistry

Evaluate aquifer geochemistry

Corrtalrrina rit corrcenLrations

Degradation by-procluct
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2.3.2 InstøIløtion of O zone Inj ection W ells

The locations of the microinjection wells and the grouping of these wells
into treatment arrays will be determined based on data collected from
each of the three Waterloo groundwater vertical profiles completed as part
of the RI, and permanent soil gas monitoring points (pre-pilot and pilot
study soil vapor sampling). The treatment arrays wiil be used in the
future to perform an ISCO remediation of on-Site DNAPL.

Based on the distribution of contaminants observed in the saturated zoÍre,
the estimated maximum depth of saturated zone ozone microinjection
wells will be approximately 117 feet (based upon a water table elevation
of approximateiy 85 feet ms1. The most contaminated portion of the
saturated zone has a thickness of about 30 feet. Conceptually, each
microinjection well will consist of 1-inch diameter stainless steel or other
ozone resistant material fitted with a 2-foot screen. The exact
specifications of the screen zone that will be based upon the geological
logs developed from the cores collected during the installation of the
permanent vadose zone soil vapor monitoring points, and the
conductivity data collected from the three on-Site VPBs.

2.3.3 Ins t øll øti on of P erf o lvn øn c e M o nit o ring W ell s

After the injection wells are constructed, performance groundwater
monitoring wells will be installed to monitor progress of the ISCO. ERM
anticipates that up to seven performance groundwater monitoring well
nests will be required. The locations of the performance monitoring
points wili be determined based on the locations of the ozone injection
wells and contamination concentrations as determined by data collected
from each of the three Waterloo groundwater VPBs completed as part of
the RI, and permanent soil gas monitoring points (pre-pilot and pilot
study soil vapor sampling). Each performance monitoring point will
consist of a water table well and a deeper well screened at the bottom of
the treatment zone. For the purposes of developing a budget for the IRM,
ERM has assumed that two 2-inch diameter individual wells would be

installed at each location. Samples will be collectecl from each well at the
conclusion of ozone injection, oue month after injection and quarterly
thereafter for a year. The samples will be analyzed for the parameters
shown on Table 2.

Table 2
Ronhill Dry Cleaners Site - ISCO Performance Monitoring Analytes

Anah¡sis Metlrcd of Anøh¡sis Ratiotmle

Gronnclwater
Elevation

Fielcl Probe

Fielcl Flow-Through Cellpll

Evaluate grounclwater table elevation

Evaluate aquifer geochemistry
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Armh¡sis Method of Anøh¡sis Røtionale

Electrical
Conductivity

Ternperature

ORP

Dissolvecl Oxygen

VOCs

Chloride

Field Flow-Througl-r Cell

Fielcl Flow-Through Cell

Fielcl Flow-Through Cell

Field Flow-Through Cell

Lab - EPA Method OLll4042

Lab - EPA Method 300.0

Evaluate aquifer geochemistry

Evaluate aquifer geochenìistry

Evaluate aquifer geocl-remistry

Evaluate aquifer geocl-remistry

Conta rn ina n t concentra lions

Degraclation by-product

2.3.4 O zone Generøtor Purchøs e

The oxidant to be used in the IRM is ozone. The quantity of oxidant
required to treat vadose and saturated zone CHC contamination and
NOD will be based the results of the pilot study. ERM plans to use a
^^^."^^r:^l ^J:-:^^t:^.^ ^-c a^ rl^^ -- ^--:^,,^,-- :-,-. r,- r- ' tr'DçYuErlLrcrr yt Lr6r4rrlrrruLr rrusLr..lulr Lrr Lrzu.uc tu tlle vicl t(ru¡i IIIICIUIItJgcIIOII
point arrays rather than Site-wide injection so that the size oÍ the ozone
generator can be minimized and parking for Shoe Store customers can be
preserved. Limiting the volurne of the ozone being injected v¿ill also
reduce the size of the migration control system necessarv to protect the
Shoc Store and adjacent hoä'.es.

z.ó.5 Oxidøni Injeciion

ERM will convey the ozone to the various arrays via ozone resistant
transfer piping constructed of Teflon tubing or other compatible material
within a steel or PVC carrier pipe. Subsurface installation of the transfer
tubing will heip to minimize impacts to the business. A flow meter,
pressure q'auf¿e and valves will lre installed- at ea-ch microinicction a.rrar.¡ tor o o .---'/**""^'-'^--J'

permit control and monitoring of the vapor stream entering each array.

D em ob iliz øti o n of O xi d ønt Inj e cti on E q uipment

Following completion of the ozone injection the ozone generator and
control equipment will be removed from the Site. Any Site
Investigation/IRM f)eriveel Waste (IDW) wiil be cl-isposed- of in
accordance with local, state and federal regulations as described in Section
2.3.8.

2.3.7 Structure Sømpling

At the direction oí the NYSDEC and NYSDOFI, indoor air, ambient air
and sub-slab soil vapor gas sampling will be collected at structures
(residential homes, commercial establishments and other community
buildings) located in the vicinity of the Site.

2.3.6
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The sampling willbe conducted in a phased ptograrnwith sampling
locations selected based on the data evaluation of the Remedial
Investigation Subtask2lH - Soil Vapor Sampling analytical results.
Additional sampling phases may be conducted based on the evaluation of
the collected data.

Prior to the structure air sampling, aninspection of general Site

conditions, including ambient air screening with a PID, will be performed
at each property location. The pre-sampling inspection will determine the
locations for the indoor air and outdoor air sampling. The Indoor Air
Quality Questionnaire (Appendix B of the Soil Vapor Intrusion [SVI]
Guidance) will be completed prior to sample collection in order to
document pertinent building and basement construction, Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning System (HVAC), and occupancy
information.

Three types of samples may be collected at each structure iocation: indoor
air, sub-s1ab soil vapor, and outdoor air. The following provide the
required fielcl procedures {or each sample tyPe.

2.3.7.1 Indoor Air Sample Collection

Two indoor air samples willbe collected from each residential property
including one within the basement area and one within the first occupied
living space (potentially also the basement). If the residential property
does not contain a basement, only a first floor indoor air sample will be

collected. Additional samples may be collected depending on how the
house/structure is occupied.

All indoor air samples will be collected using the using a laboratory-
certified Summa@ canister regulated for a24-hour sample collection
period. Sample collection wiil be through a section of disposable teflon
tubing or laboratory food grade polyethylene extending from the Summa@

canister to collect the sample from the breathing zone at four to six feet
above the floor.

The analysis for indoor air samples will achieve detection limits of 1.0

ug/ nf for each compound

2.3.7.2 Sub-Slnb Soil Vnpor Santple Collection

One sub-slab soil vapor sample will be collected from beneath the
basement flooring/foundation slab of each identified property. After the

basement flooring/foundation slab has been inspected, the location of
subsurface utility determined, and the ambient air surrounding the
proposed sampling area screenecl with a PID, a hammer drill will be usecl
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to advance a boring one-inch boring to a depth of approximately six
inches beneath the basement fiooring/ foundation slab.

Three-eight-inch (3/8) tubing will be threaded through the hoie in the slab
and the annular space between the one-inch hole and the 3/8-inch tubing
will be filled with filter sand and sealed with beeswax at the ground
surface. The tubing will be connected to a PID. Approximately one liter
of gas will be purged from the subsurface probe using the PID. The PID
readings will be observed and the highest will be recorded on the
appropriate field form. The PID willbe disconnected and the end of the
tubing will be connected directly to the Summa@ canister intake valve.
Flexible silicone tubing will be used at a minimum and as a tubing
adapter only. The sample shali be collected with a laboratory-certified
Summa@ canister regulated for a24-hour sample collection period.

The analr¡cic tôr clrh-elalr cnil .rr-^r cr-^loo rrrill o-l"io.ra Åatnntin- l;-;t-
'".J "-" " 

*r", vv rr¡ uLrrtv v ! qLLLLtIvtt ¡lltlt(ù

of 1.0 ug/rnz for each compound.

2.3.7.3 Outdoor Air Snnryle Collection

All orrtdoor a-ir samples -¡.'rll be collected r.,r.zilþ a laboratory-certiÍted
Summa@ canister regulated for a24-hour sample collection period. A
^^^L:^^ ^1 Ã:^-^^^^1^.f ^ .l-^fi ^-- t-. -1-:-^ ^.,. t17 1- - - 1 a î .r ôDcLLrLrrr L[ LlDyuDir.ure rerrurr Luuut8 wlII De exlenclg(l rl.om tne Dummae
canister to coiiect the sample from the breathing zone a-t four to six feet
above the ground.

The analysis for outdoor air samples will achieve detection limits of 1.0
ugf n3 for each compouncì. The protocoi íor this effort shaii follow the
SVi Guidance.

2.3.8 Mønøgement of Ina estigøtia e D erio ed W østes

-fha É^ll^r¡ri'-- -^-+i^- J^-^-;1^^- rL^ ^^*^-^l ,--^r^^^l f^- L^*'Jl:^- ^^)rrtu rv¡¡vvvrrró ùLLLrvrr qLoL¡rvLD LllL óErrcrcr yI\JLwLLrr ILrI ltctltLlrrtl¡í crrlu

disposal of solid and liquid IDW generated during the implementation of
the RI. waste generated during the IRM is expected to consist of trash
(boxes, paper, etc.), auger cuttings, decontamination wash water,
groundwater monitoring well purge water, and used protective clothing.

The following guidance documents and regulations may be relied upon to
guide the management, staging, storage and disposal of IRM generated
IDW:

. NYSDEC's TAGM #4032 on " Disposal of Drill Cuttings" {November
21,1989|;

. NYSDEC's RCRA TAGM #3t28 on " Contained-in Criteria for
E-r,;*^-.-^-+^1 .I\4^J:^ll l-l\T^-,^*L^- 2n lôrìaì.Lrrv rrvÌutrutrlal rvÌçulct lr\\rvETIILJEI JUl L-/7Ll¡
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40 C. F. R. Part 262 (Standards Applicable to Generators of Hazardous
Waste);

40 C. F. R. Part 263 (Standards Applicable to Transporters of
Hazardous Waste;

40 C. F. R. Part 264 (Standards for Owners and Operators of
Hazardous Waste Treatment,storage, and Disposal Facilities); and

40 C. F. R. Part 268 (Land Disposal Restrictions).

Accordingly, handling and disposal will be as follows:

. Cuttings from soil borings and the tailings from the unused portion of
the samples will be collected and stored in reconditioned 55-ga1lon,

New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) open-top
drums to be provided by the ERM's drilling subcontractor. The waste
wi1l be sampled and disposed of according to all applicable
regulations. The borehole wi1l be grout filled by hand or with a tremie
pipe. If necessary, the borehole will also be sealed at or near the water
table with a non-shrinking impermeable material to prevent the hole
from acting as a conduit for surface runoff.

. Cuttings from monitoring well installations will be collected on plastic
sheeting and storecl in reconditioned 55-gallon, NYSDOT open-top
drums to be provided by the ERM's drilling subcontractor.

" Liquids generated from equipment decontamination, permanent
groundwater monitoring well developmentf purging will be collected
in drums at the point of generation. The collected water will be
transported and temporarily stored in a frac tank that will be staged on
the Site. The water will be sampled for VOCs and then disposed of or
discharged appropriately.

. Used protective clothing and equipment that is suspected to be
contaminated with hazardous waste willbe placed in plastic bags and
packed in S5-gallon ring-top drums.

. All drums will be labeled according to the borehole/well number. The
drilling subcontractor shall move the drums on a daily basis at the
direction of ERM's representative to the staging area.

. ERM will procure waste transport and disposal subcontractor services
to properly dispose of all IDW in accordance with alllocal, State and
Federal regulations.

. Non-contaminated trash, debris and protective clothing will be placed
in a trash dumpster and disposed of by a local garbage hauler.

Analyticøl D øtø Manøgement

The primary objective of this data management plan is to ensure that all
data and clocuments are stored ancl hancllecl in accordance with this iRM

2.3.9
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Work Plan and the QAPP. Data management procedures not only include
field and laboratory documentatiory but also include how the information is
handled after the conclusion of field investigation and laboratory analyses
area completed. Data handling procedures include project file management,
reporting, electronic storage and use of consistent formats for the final
presentation and submittal of the data.

2.3.9.1 Project File Specificøtions

All project information will be kept in a central Project File maintained by
the ERM Project Manager in ERM's Melville, New York office location.
The Project File will be assigned a unique project number that will be
cleariy displayed on all project file folders (including electronic files).
Electronic files will be maintained in a similarly organized Project File
located on the ERM Central Network system that is backed up on a
.^tooLl-r Lt.oio Rnfh ha-l -^^r, o^l ^l^^F-^-;^ fJ*^;^^t E;l^- -^,ill ^^-+^:* ^f ^vvLv^rJ vqúrút vvr¡r rrq¡u Lvy)/ qrru LrçL!IvrrrL r r\lçlL I IIC;D vvlll LtJllLaIIt/ cll, ct

minimum, copies or originals of the following key project information:

. All correspondence inclucling ietters, transmittals, teiephone logs,
memoranda, and emails;

. Meetins notes;

. Technical information such as analytical data; field survey results, field
notes, field logbooks and field management forms;

. Projectcalculations;

. Subcontractor agreements/contracts, and insurance certificates;

. Project-specific heaith and safety information/records;

. Access agreements;

. Project document output review/approval documentation; and

. Reports: Monthly Progress, Interim Technical and Draft /FinaI
Technical.

2.3.9.2 ProjectDntnbnse Specificøtions

All electronic data will be stored in a GIS Key database. All geoiogic,
hydrologic and chemistry data will be input into the database for later use
in developing figures and tables for the final report. This database is
compatible with numerous electronic formats for both import and export.
ERM will be able to use this database to provide the results of the field
investigation in a form that is compatible with Version 1.1 of the NYSDEC
EDD. Electronic files will be maintained on the ERM Central Network
system that is backed up on a weekly basis.
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2.3.9.3 Field Data

Field data will be recorded and reported by field personnel using
appropriate field data documentation materials such as the field logbook,
field management forms and chain of custody (COC) forms.

Good field management procedures include following proper chain of
custody procedures to track a sample from collection through analysis,
noting when and how samples are split (if necessary), making regular and
complete entries in the field iogbook, and the consistent use and
completion of field management forms. Proper completion of these forms
and the field logbook are necessary to support the consequent actions that
may result from the sample analysis. This documentation will support
that the samples were collected and handled properiy making the
resultant data complete, comparable and defensible.

Key field measurements will be incorporated into the project database
These measurements may include:

Turbidity, pH, Oxidation Reduction Potential, Conductivity,
Temperature;
OVA/PID readings;
Water levels/Product levels;
Lithoiogic and geophysical logs;
Well construction details; and
Survey data.

2.3.9.4 Laboratory Dntn

All laboratory analytical data willbe reported as NYSDEC Category B
deliverables. The Category B data deliverables include all backup
QA/QC documentation necessary to facilitate a complete validation of the
data.

The iaboratory will also transmit the analytical data in an electronic
format to minimize tlne chances of transposition errors in summarizing the
data. The data will be transmitted in an electronic clata cleliverable (EDD)
in GIS KEY (most recent version) format and an Adobe Acrobat Portable
Document File (PDF) copy of each Analytical Services Protocol (ASP)
deliverable. These data will be built into the project specific database
using GIS Key LabBuild which has an internal data checker that ensures
the quality of the data prior to import into the database.
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2.3.10 Citizen Pørticipøtion/Pre-Rl Public Meeting

ERM will assist the NYSDEC with the preparation and presentation of any
Citizen Participation (CP) activities, as necessary. Prior to initiation of the
IRM fieldwork, the NYSDEC and ERM will create and distribute a fact
sheet describing the planned fieldwork, status of the Site and, possibly, an
announcement for a public meeting or availability session. Should a
public meeting or information session be deemed appropriate, the
NYSDEC will schedule the event near the Site. The NYSDEC will run the
meeting with assistance from ERM. ERM will provide the following
services as part of this task: develop a list of interested citizens and public
officials; place additional copies of reports in the local repositories; and
mail public meeting notices.

If requested, ERM will provide additional support as directed by the
r\ rJUr.l\- rrrdL (-uurLr lrrLrLlLle rrle PrePalatrurt uI vrSuar aIuS suclt a5 ra.rge
Site maps on poster boards, data summary sheets, photographs and/or a

slide presentation of Site activities. If additional support is requested by
NYSDEC, ERM and NYSDEC will dcfine the expanded Scope of Work
and ERM will develop an associated budget adder for NYSDEC aoproval.
ERl"{ i,vill not Cûiìrrñ-rerrCe an} -vvûrk oütside oÍ the c.'ilreni Scope oí'uVork
discussed above until authorized by NYSDEC.

) 211 Q¡tøøloøoø*nl An*izilinoL.v.LL uøyyúvttLvtrr4L t tvþrvrLLLr

Supplemental activities to the IRM are identified and discussed below. It
should be noted that no level of effort is anticipated at this time for
aciciitionai Il(M activities and no considerations have been factored into
fI"o o-Lol"lo o^,{ Lr',{.rot ,{o.'^l^^^J f^. ll"^ ^*^;^^+..''., ',,-,...ó.-

2.3.11.1 Additionøl Oxidøntlnjection

in tire eveni tirat on-Site períormance moniioring ciata coiiecteci after the
ISCO has been completed indicate that an additional injection(s) of
oxidant will further reduce DNAPL concentrations, additional oxidant
iniections will be scoped ancl imnlemen-tecl at the c-lirection- of thet f - ----t-----

NYSDEC. Additional oxidant injection scoping will be conducted
an^*^-ilmoFalr¡ 1 .,oo- of*o* ;^;+ì-l ^-;J^-l i*;^^+;^^qyyrv^¡¡r¡qtvrJ r J Lqr qrtLr ¡¡l¡t¡q¡ u^lqqttt IIt.rglt¡vt t.

TASI( 4: IRM REPORT PREPARATION

The IRM Report will be prepared following completion of the IRM field
activities and reduction and interpretation of the data. The IRM Report
wiii provide a summary of fhe Scope of Worl<, mctlrorls, rcsLrlts,
coirclusioiis aüd iecoirìlneirdatioi-rs, if any, for additional injections oí

2.4
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oxidant. Further details concerning essential components to the IRM

Report are discussed below.

" Summary of Field Work: The report will include a detailed summary
of investigative and analytical methods related to the fieldwork
performed during this IRM. This account will include figures and

tables to show sample locations, parameters analyzed for, etc'

Summar)¡ of Anal)¡tical Data: Using tables and maps, the report will
summarize to the extent possible, all of the analytical data collected

during the ISCO and performance monitoring phase.

Destruction of Contaminant Mass: The results of initial groundwater
sampling results for VOCs will be compared to subsequent

groundwater sampling and NoD events to determine the mass of
contaminants removed and the effectiveness of the ISCO treatment

Comoarison to Standards. Criteria and Guidelines (SCGs): The

IRM Report will compare groundwater concentrations observed

during the performance monitoring phase with SCGs and remediation
goals to assess and evaluate the fate and transport and off-Site impacts.

valuation of Data C The completeness of the data collected

during this investigation will be evaluated. A^y data gaps or other
areas where additional in{ormation is desirable will be identified.
Recommendations on ways to fill these data gaps will be identified, if
required.

All reports and colfespondence will be provided in Adobe Acrobat PDF

format in addition to providing paper copies.
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3.0 M ON THLY PR O GRES S REP OR TI¡úG

ERM will begin to submit Monthly Progress Reports (MPRs) to NYSDEC
on or before the 20th of each month following NYSDEC issuance of Notice-
To-Proceed. Each MPR will address the following topics:

. Accomplishments during the reporting period.

" Problems encountered during the reporting period.

" Compliance with project schedule and budget.

" Projected changes in Scope of Work.

All raw and validated data shall be forwarded to the NYSDEC as soon as

it becomes available. All reports and coffespondence will be provided in
Adobe Acrobat format in addition to providing paper copies.
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4.0 DETAILED W ORK AS SI GNME]VT S CTIEDULE

The Ronhill Cleaners IRM Implementation Schedule, including milestones
and deliverables for the IRM is presented in Figure 4.

The schedule contemplates a start for IRM field activities on or about June
2006. ERM will endeavor to adhere to the schedule at all times, but there
are several critical path items related to execution of the IRM fieldwork
(i.e. drilling site access and logistical issues) and several cycles of
draft/final document review by NYSDEC and NYSDOH. As such, it may
be necessary to modify and revise the schedule as the IRM progresses
because of:

. Potential new requirements or activities that may be requested by the
NYSDEC, NYSDOH andf or the City of Glen Cove or Town of Oyster
Bay;

' Force majeure;

. Severe weather conditions preventing timely completion of scheduled
field activities; or

. Other matters beyoncl ERM's or the NYSDEC's reasonable anticipation
and control.
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5.0

5.1

PI{ O/ECT 5 7,4FËI¡úG Pt,4}/

Staffing for the IRM will be from ERM's Melville, New York City and
Boston Offices. Only those staff that have been deemed acceptable by the
NYSDEC and who appear on the NYSDEC approved list of employees
will be utilized.

While all personnel involved in an investigation and in the generation of
data are implicitly apart of the overall project management and quality
assurance program, certain members of the Project Team have specifically
designated responsibilities. Project Team members with specific
management and quality assurance roles are the NYSDEC Remediation
Project Manager (RPM), the ERM Project Director (PD), the ERM Project
Manager (PM), the ERM Field Team Leader (FTL) and the ERM Quality
Assurance /Quality Control Officer (aA/aC) In the following sections, the
roles and responsibilities of key personnel are identified.

NYSDEC REMEDIATION PROIE CT MAN A GER

The NYSDEC RPM, Nathan Putnam is the Project Team Leader and the
lead technical representative of the NYSDEC. Mr. Putnam will be
responsible for all technical aspects of the project including the overall
quality of the project and project deliverables for the RI/FS. Mr. Putnam is
responsible for ensuring the successful completion of each project phase
and the project as a whole. Mr. Putnam will oversee the ERM PD and ERM
PM and will be the primary contact between ERM and the NYSDEC and
any other interested regulatory agencies. The other project team members
including ERM PD and the ERM PM will support Mr. Putnam's role as the
Project Team Leader. Mr. Putnam has extensive experience in the
management and coordination of multi-disciplinary environmental field
investigation and remedial projects.

5.2 ERM PROTECT DIRECTOR

The ERM PD, Ernest Rossano, will report to the RPM. Mr. Rossano will
oversee the ERM PM and be responsible for all technical aspects of the
project inclucling the overall quality of the project and project deliverables
for ERM. Mr. Rossano has extensive experience with the management
and coordination of multi-disciplinary RI/FS and remedial projects in
New York State.
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5"3

5.4

5.5

ERM PROIECT M,4¡,/ÁGËR

The ERM PM, Gregory Shkuda, will report to the ERM PIC and the RPM.
Mr. Shkuda will oversee the ERM QA/QC Officer and the ERM FTL, field
investigation staff, and any subcontractors. Mr. Shkuda will also be
responsible for all technical aspects of the project for ERM. This includes
scheduling, communicating to the RPM and the NYSDOH, technical
development and review of all field activities, subcontracting, and the
overall quality of the project and project deliverables for ERM. Mr.
Shkuda wili be the primary contact between ERM and NYSDEC, as

directed by the RPM. Mr. Shkuda has extensive experience in the
management and coordination of multi-disciplinary RI/FS and remedial
projects in New York State.

EKM QA/QC OEFICER

The ERM QA/QC Officer, Mr. Andrew Coenery will report to the ERM PM
and the ERM PD. Mr. Coenen will be responsible for interface with the
analytical laboratory, data validator and will prepare the Data Usability
Report that ERM will prepare as part of this WA. Mr. Coenen will have
overall responsibility for QA/QC review of all analytical data generated
during the field investigatiory data validation and qualification of analytical
results in terms of data usability. Mr. Coenen has extensive analytical
laboratory experience and experience in the validation of analytical data and
the protocols and QC specifications of the analytical methods listecl in the
NYSDEC ASP and the data validation guidance, USEPA Contract
Laboratory Program National Functional Guidelines for Organic (Inorganic)
Data review (February 1994) and USEPA Region II CLP Data Review SOP.

ERM FIELD TEAM LEADER

The ERM FTL, Mr. Mike Mattern will report to the ERM PM and the ERM
PD. Mr. Mattern will be responsible for the day-to-day management and
coordination of ERM field staff and subcontractors. Mr. Mattern wi11be
responsible for the implementation and quality of the field activities. Mr.
Mattern has extensive environmental field investigation/ subcontractor
oversight experience in New York State.
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5"6 PROIECT HEALTH A¡úD S,4ËETY COORDT¡úATOR

Ms. PaulinaGravier, will be the ERM Project Health and Safety
Coordinator. Ms. Gravier will report to the ERM PM and the ERM PD. Ms.
Gravier has extensive experience as a Project Health and Safety
Coordinator for multi-disciplinary RI/FS and remedial projects in New
York State. Ms. Gravier's experience includes the preparation and
implementation of Site-specific health and safety plans, field oversight,
and field health and safety audits.

Professional profiles for the aforementioned key project staff are presented
in Appendix E of the RI Work Plan. A project staffing organization chart
illustrating the same is presented in Figure 5.
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6.0 S UB C O¡üTÃ-4 C TOR ID EIV T IF I C ATI ON,4 1VD MT¡üOR,T7Y
BUSINES S/W OelE¡ú-O?\lVED BUSI¡'IE S S UTILIZATIO¡ú PL,{¡ü

ERM has procured subcontractor services by competitive bidding as

required by the NYSDEC. ERM included Minority Business andf or
Women-Owned Business (MBE/WBE) businesses in the bidding process.
Required subcontracting services for the IRM are identified in the RI/FS
Work Plan.
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7.0 DET ATLEÐ WOR,K,4. S STG¡úMË¡/T B UD GET

ERM estimates the piiot study will cost between $125,000 and $150,000.
Sufficient {unds remain in Task 3 - IRM Budget. After conclusion of the
pilot study, ERM will revise the Schedule2.1Ls for full-scale
implementation.
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FIGURE 4
DETAILED IRM WORK ASSIGNMENT IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULË

RON HILL CLEANERS - GLEN COVE, NEW YORK
NYSDEC Sll'E CODE #1-30-071
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FIGUTTE 5

Ronhill Cleaners IRM Organizational Chart
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New York State Department of Health
Generic Community Air Monitoring Plan

A Community Air Monitoring Plan (CAMP)requires real-time monitoring for volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and particulates (i.e., clust) at the clownwind perin'Leter of each clesignated
work area when certain activities are in progress at contaminatecl sites. The CAMP is not intended for
use in establishing action levels for worker respiratory protection. Rather, its intent is to provicle a

measure of protection for the downwind comn-runity (i.e., off-site receptors including residences ancl

businesses and on-site workers not clirectly involvecl with the subject work activities) from potential
airborne contaminant releases as a direct result of investigative and remedial work activities. The action
levels specifiecl herein require increased monitoring, corrective actions to abate emissions, and/ or work
shutdown. Additionally, the CAMP helps to confirm that work activities clicl not spreacl contamination
off-site through the air.

The generic CAMP presented below will be sufficient to cover many, if not most, sites.
Specific requirements should be reviewed for each situation in consultation with NYSDOH to ensure
proper applicability. In some cases, a separate site-specific CAMP or supplement may be requirecl.
Depending upon the nature of contamination, chemical- specific monitoring with appropriately-sensitive
methods may be required. Depending upon the proximity of potentially exposecl individuals, more
stringent monitoring or response levels than those presented below may be requirecl. Special
requirements will be necessary for work within 20 feet of potentially exposed individuals or structures
and for incloor work with co-locatecl residences or facilities. Tl'rese requirements should be cletermined in
consultation with NYSDOH.

Reliance on the CAMP shoulcl not preclude simple, common-sense measrlres to keep
VOCs, dust, and oclors at a minimum arouncl the work areas.

Community Air Monitoring Plan

Depending upon the nature of known or potential contaminants at each site, real-time air
monitoring for volatile organic compouncls (VOCs) and/or particulate levels at the perimeter of the
exclusion zone or work area will be necessary. Most sites will involve VOC ancl particulate monitoring;
sites known to be contaminated with heavy metals alone may only require particulate monitoring. If
radiological contamination is a concern, additional monitoring requirements may be necessary per
consultation with appropriate NYSDEC/NYSDOFI staff.

Continuous monitoring will be required for all grouncl intrusive activities and during the
clemolition of contaminatecl or potentially contaminatecl strucfures. Ground intrusive activities inclucle,
but are not limitecl to, soil/waste excavation and handling, test pitting or trenching, and the installation
of soil borings or monitoring wells.

Periodic monitoring for VOCs will be requirecl during non-intrusive activities such as the
collection of soil ar-rd sedin-rent samples or the collection of grounclwater samples from existing
rnonitoring wells. "Periodic" n-ronitoring during sample collection might reasonably consist of taking a

reading upon arrival at a sample location, monitoring while opening a well cap or overturning soil,
monitoring during well baling/purging, and taking a reacling prior to leaving a sample location. In some
instances, depending upon the proximity of potentially exposed individuals, continuous monitoring may
be required iluring sampling activities. Examples of such situations include grounclwater sampling at
wells on the curb of a busy urban street, in the midst of a public park, or adjacent to a school or resiclence.

VOC Monitoring, Response Levels, and Actions



Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) must be monitorecl at the clownwincl perimeter of the immecliate

work area (i.e., the exclusion zone) on a continuous basis or as otherwise specified. Upwincl
concentrations should be measurecl at the start of each workclay ancl periodically thereafter to establish

background conditions. The monitoring work should be performed using equipment appropriate to

measure the types of contaminants known or suspected to be present. The equipment should be

calibrated at least daily for the contaminant(s) of concern or for an appropriate surrogate. The equipment
shoulcl be capable of calculating 15-minute running average concentrations, which will be compared to
the levels specified below.

If the ambient air concentration of total organic vapors at the downwind perimeter of the work
area or exclusion zone exceeds 5 parts per million (pp*) above background for the 1S-minute
average, work activities must be temporarily halted and monitoring continued. If the total organic
vapor level readily clecreases (per instantaneous readings) below 5 pp* over backgrouncl, work
activities can resume with continued monitoring.
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If the organic vapor level is above 25 ppm at the perimeter of the work area, activities must be

shutdown.

All 15-minute readings must be recordecl ancl be available for State (DEC ancl DOH) personnel to
review. Instantaneous readings, 7f any, usecl for decision purposes should also be recorcled.

Particulate Monitoring, Response Levels, and Actions

Particulate concentrations shoulcl be monitored continuously at the upwind and downwincl
perimeters of the exclusion zone at temporary particulate monitoring stations. The particulate
monitoring should be performed using real-time monitoring equipment capable of measuring particulate
matter less than 10 micrometers in size (PM-10) and capable of integrating over a period of 15 minutes (or
less) for comparison to the airborne particulate action level. The equipment must be equipped with an

audible alarm to indicate exceedance of the action level. In addition, fugitive clust migration shoulcl be
visually assessed during all work activities.

If the clownwind PM-10 particulate level is 100 micrograms per cubic meter (mcg/m3) greater
than background (upwind perimeter) for the 15-minute periocl ol if airborne dust is observecl leaving
the work area, then dust suppression techniques must be employed. Work may continue with clust

suppression techniques provicled that downwind PM- t0 particulate levels do not exceed 150 mcg/m3
above the upwind level and provided that no visible clust is migrating from the work area.

If total organic vapor levels at the downwincl perimeter of the work area or exclusion zone persist
at levels in excess of 5 ppm over background but less than 25 ppm, work activities must be halted, the
source of vapors identified, corrective actions taken to abate emissions, and monitoring continued.
After these steps, work activities can resume provided that the total organic vapot level 200 feet
downwincl of the exclusion zone or half the distance to the nearest potential receptor or
residential/commercial structure, whichever is less - but in no case less than 20 feet, is below 5 pp*
over backgrouncl for the 15-minute average.

Il after implementation of dust suppression techniques, downwind PM-10 particulate levels are

greater than 150 mcg/n-r3 above the upwincl level, work must be stopped and a re-evaluation of
activities initiatecl. Work can resume provided that dust suppression measures ancl other controls are

successful in reclucing the downwincl PM-10 particulate concentration to within 150 mcg/m3 of the

upwind level ancl in preventing visible dust migration.

@ All readings must be recorded and be available for State (DEC and DOH) personnel to review


